The close, hot, and damp weather, which has prevailed since our last report, has brought on a recurrence of those bowel-complaints >vhich were so rife during the heats of summer. We mentioned last month that Fever had begun to make its appearance, and we hinted at the probability of the epidemic increasing: this accordingly has taken place, and fever, of a low typhoid character, is at present more prevalent in the metropolis than for some years past. The most remarkable feature in the disease is a tendency to assume, after a certain time, a remittent, or even intermittent type, and to run rather a lengthened course. We have seen no cases in which general blood-letting has been indicated; and, although symptoms of local determination have for the most part been present, yet the large proportion of those who have recovered under the use of free purging, and the application of leeches to parts which appeared to labour, has fully justified the conclusion that the treatment employed was not inefficacious. The present state of the atmosphere is favourable to the nurture of the fever, and it is therefore to be feared that we shall have future occasion to advert to the subject. 
that we at first believed (seeing that his " original department" was almost entirely made up of papers from other works,) that the reference had been accidentally omitted ; but no exertion of charity could enable us to put this construction upon the matter, when we found a second paper, and a second engraving, in the same Number, likewise without any kind of acknowledgment. If it answers his purpose, let him say, " the London Medical and Physical Journal contains so * As we perceive that the plagiarism is also mentioned in the advertisement of the present Number, inserted in the Newspapers, we take the opportunity of stating that all advertisements about the Journal come from the proprietors, not the?
Editor.
-much good matter, that we cannot do better than fill up our pages 1vith its contents;' or, if he likes it better, let him say that the Journal is a bad one, and illustrate his position by extracting the communications of some of the most distinguished practitioners in the metropolis: in neither case should we complain. But do not let him talk of putting on record "most interesting" and " valuable" papers, which we have previously published. We trust thut our brother editor wiU see the impolicy, not to say impropriety, of the line of conduct of which we com- It has also been suggested that members might be accommodated with certain sums on loan, on security of their previous payments to the funds of the institution.
These several departments of business will be kept entirely distinct, and any surplus that may accrue on any one of the funds will be exclusively appropriated to the benefit of those who have contributed to such fund; while there will be a great comparative saving in the expence of management, by combining all these branches in one scheme.
Some of these benefits, it is well known, are not attainable at present from any existing institution; and others, such as life assurance and w idows' annuities, have not hitherto been presented to the public in so beneficial a form. A person who makes an assurance on his own life, for instance, with the present companies, has no other choice than to continue his annual payments till death, or lose entirely, or in a great measure, all that he has already paid : he must either forfeit his policy, or dispose of it at a great disadvantage. In this institution, on the other hand, he will have the option, after attaining a certain age, of converting the full value of his policy into one or other of the following annuities:?1, An annuity for the rest of his own life; or, 2, an annuity for the joint lives of himself and wife, or other nominee, and for the life of the survivor; or, 3, an annuity for his widow or nominee.
As there will be no body of proprietors distinct from the members, the whole funds will be shared among the latter, according to their respective rights and interest ; while they will incur no responsibility beyond the sums they have agreed to contribute.^ As a few weeks must elapse before the necessary tables of payments and benefits can be prepared, the following approximations, and which are to be considered merely as such, are suUtaitted in the mean time.
An yearly payment of two pounds twelve shillings, commencing at the age of 21, and continued till 60, will entitle to an annuity during professional incapacity, at The quantity of Hain fallen in the month of September, was 2 inchcs and 99.100ths.
